Zigzag (6,0) and armchair (3,3) Aluminum nitride nanotubes were investigated in perfect and H 2 O-attach states by using density functional theory (DFT) in level of B3LYP and 6-31G(d) basis set. For this purpose, Gaussian 09w program of package was used and after final optimization, structural and NMR parameters were studied. However, GIAO method was used and effects of attaching of H 2 O on values of chemical shift anisotropic and chemical shift isotropic were considered. Obtained results were shown that by attaching of H 2 O group, value of CS I and CS A , in various nucleuses 7 N and 13 Al more changed and was caused to some changes in different property of AlNNTs.
INTRODUCTION
In during recent decades research domain about nanostructure is developed a lot, and many studies are done about it. After discovery of fullerene 1 and carbon nanotubes in 1991 by Ijimia 2 , many investigations were done about chemical and physical properties of these compounds and quality of their application in industry [3] [4] [5] [6] . Carbon nanotubes are arranged as a cylindrical structure. It means that it's carbonic empty tube. These structures exist as a single-wall and multi-wall. The single-walls nanotubes involve chiral, armchair and zigzag models. Arrangement of carbon atoms in wall of cylindrical structure is similar to carbon arrangement in graphite sheets and includes weak von der vales bonds. In multi-wall models, upper layers are attached to sub layers. Other type of nanotubes, is non carbonic nanotubes made by noncarbonic elements. These kind of applicable and known nanotubes are involving elements of III and V group in periodic Table [7] [8] . These nanotubes are studied theatrically and experimentally. In the early, these compounds were introduced by theoretical methods, and subsequently synthesized experimentally [9] [10] . However, many properties of [11] [12] . However, NMR values and coupling constant in different nucleus are changed by doping or attaching of various chemical groups on these nanotubes [13] [14] . Obtained results are shown that some structural parameters like bond angles and bond lengths are changed by doping or attaching of various atoms on these compounds [13] [14] . Because of these properties, new effects of H 2 O groups are considered for AlNNTs in various models. Main aim of these changing and attaching of H 2 O group is investigation of physicochemical effects of AlNNTs and quality of H 2 O effects on specific properties of these compounds.
Computational Details
For investigation of structural property and NMR parameters at first, proposed AlNNTs were designed and for final optimization Gaussian 09 program of package was used 12 . Molecular formula of this structure in armchair (3, 3) All obtained results were calculated in gas phase condition, 298 K temperature and 1.0 atm pressure by pentium IV computer with Intel ® core i7-1.73 GHz processor, 4G of memory in XP windows ® .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
H 2 O-attach and perfect AlNNTs structures were considered in zigzag (6,0) and armchair (3, 3) models (see fig 1 to 4) . After calculations, obtained results were reported in Table 1 to 4. In this study, DFT method was used in theory of the level B3LYP and 6-31G (d) basis set.
Geometrical parameter
Obtained results are reported after final optimization for bond lengths in Table 1 Al40 and moreover because of high electro negativity of oxygen and high steric hindrance, have direct effect on length of nanotube in armchair model.
Bond length in (6,0) zigzag AlNNTs
In zigzag model, variation range of bond length of (Fig 3 and 4) . These obtained results are completely similar to zigzag (10,0) model of AlNNTs that is reported about 1.820 to 1.830 [11] . Maximum variation for 7 N10- 
NMR properties
For calculation of NMR properties, at first all structures were optimized. After that, NMR parameters were considered by GIAO method for all proposed structures. So CS I and CS A were considered in different states of AlNNTs (Table 3, 4). 
